
Can you guess 
the 

10-letter word?



The following page has your first clues. 

EVERY correct answer/word will contain exactly 10 letters.  

Try to figure out the vocabulary words before I post the 
answers on Friday.  

Let’s see how good your vocabulary is! 



Did you see the 10 letter word on the previous page?

Here are a few hints:

● It has to do with the different words that you know and 
use 

● It is what I am hoping you “build” as you try to solve 
the weekly words!

Vocabulary is a 10 letter word



Clues for the week of May 4
Words (vocabulary) we may have become familiar with over the past 8 weeks

1. The leaders of our country are all a part of this - President Trump, Governor   Reynolds.  

2. We have been asked to do this during this pandemic.  It means to separate or isolate 

from others.  One way we do this is by staying home.

3. This means to keep away from another - we have heard the term, “keep 6 feet apart”.  

This is a way to practice social ______________.

4. Something used to make an area look nice (artwork, candle).  Many houses have 

hearts in their windows as a type of this to show joy and hope.

5. To be hopeful or confident in something.  If you see the bright side of things, you may 

be considered this type of person.  We need to be ___________ during this pandemic.



If you need a little help or want to check if you are on 
the right track.  The grid below shows all the word 
parts for the answers.  Use each part one time to 

build all 5 of the vocabulary words.
op dec a gov dis

mis ern ti or quar

ing tion tanc an ment

tic tine



Good Luck!



Complete answers will be posted by Friday!

1. gov

2. quar

3. dis

4. de

5. op


